Penn’s Way uplifts entire communities. By our investment in others, we demonstrate our collective power to transform lives.

– KOBIE A. SMITH

DONATE TODAY. OCTOBER 1 – NOVEMBER 15 | PENNSWAY.UPENN.EDU
Penn’s Way empowers us to give back by supporting programs and services that we believe make the world a better place. We all stand to benefit from this.

- Regina Cunningham

GIVING is PENN’S WAY

DONATE TODAY. OCTOBER 1 – NOVEMBER 15 | PENNSWAY.UPENN.EDU
Penn’s Way is the Best Way, Safe Way and Easy Way to GIVE!

—CHERISE DEBOUSE

DONATE TODAY. OCTOBER 1 – NOVEMBER 15 | PENNSWAY.UPENN.EDU
I give to Penn’s Way because it makes me truly happy when I am able to help other people. Being able to give back to a charitable organization that has personally helped me over the years means the world to me.

– JASMINE BENNS
Giving to Penn’s Way is a way for me to give back to all of our employees, our patients and their families. Penn’s Way makes it possible to expand my reach further to our amazing community.

- LEONARD UMILE
I give to Penn’s Way to support the much needed work being done by local nonprofits to make the Philadelphia community a better place for everyone.

– ASHTON YOUNT
GIVING is PENN’S WAY

OCTOBER 1—NOVEMBER 15

OUR GOAL IS

PLEASE SEE ________________________ FOR DETAILS.

DONATE TODAY.
PENNSWAY.UPENN.EDU